Chart 5.

Cantillation for the Reading of the Scrolls of
"Song of Songs"—"Ruth"—"Ecclesiastes"

טעמי הניבון לקריאת מגילה
שיר השירים, רות, קוקהלת

104.
Related modes

Cue piece of intervals with which trope combinations begin

To-raw Tsi-vaw law-nu Moshe

1-a  
Mer-chaw tip-chaw mu-nach es-nach-taw

b  
tip-chaw mu-nach es-nach-taw

c  
Mer-chaw tip-chaw es-nach-taw

d  
tip-chaw es-nach-taw

2-a  
Mer-chaw tip-chaw mer-chaw sof paw-suk
Final cadence for the end of each chapter

13-a
Mer. chaw tip. chaw
Mer. chaw sof paw-suk

13-1
Tip. chaw
Mer. chaw sof paw-suk

13-2
Tip. chaw	on
Sof paw-suk
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“Song of Songs” is read on the Intermediate Sabbath during the week of Passover; or on the Seventh or Eighth day, whichever may fall on the Sabbath.

“Ruth” is read on the Second Day of Shabuoth.

“Ecclesiastes” is read on the Sabbath during the festival of Succoth.

“Song of Songs” and “Ruth” are read in a lyrical and romantic style. The style of “Ecclesiastes” is lyrical but severer.